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The American Revolutionary War saw two nations turning
from allies to enemies. While the american rebels were
screaming for independence and equality, their motherland
Great Britain was aiming to unite the nations once again
and form a bright future with unity and fruitous trade for
the british crown.
Since the start of the war in 1775 many events took place
that were both advantageous as well as disadvantageous to
the
british.
In order to ensure a final win and a glorious outcome for
the crown, King George III sends three of his most trusted
generals to America to clean up the mess and lead the redcoats to a definite victory.
See some of the most vital battles and conflicts of 1777
through the eyes of the redcoats. Follow General John Burgoyne, Sir Wiliam Howe and Barry St. Leger as they are confronted with both external problems as well as internal
struggles.
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Events of the American
Revoutionary War from
the Redcoat’s perspective

We write the year 1777.

`Once  vigorous measures appear to be the only means

left of bringing the Americans to a due submission to
the mother country, the colonies will submit.`’

The British
empire under my,King
George III, rule is
flourishing, no less
because of the
trade we do with
many of our
colonies all over
the world.

King George 111

We are a force
to be reckoned
with and
everyone is
aware of it.
BUT......

for some
reason some
unfortunate
souls of our
biggest
colony America
have been
brewing up a
storm recently.

What utter
nonsense these
rebels are spouting, even the most
uncultured of their
neighbours should
be able to tell.

The works and scripts that
are holding such sacrilegious
thoughts and are circulating in
their lands should be destroyed
as they seem to have a bad influence on the good people of my
colony America.
Those rebels, for the past
few years, have been
demanding freedom and are
aiming for a separation from
their motherland, the one
power that brought them up.

They have been
accusing me, and
the entirety of
the British
kingdom, of
tyranny and
cruel unfair
behaviour.

As the self
proclaimed leaders
of those rebels,
the continental
congress, declared
themselves
independent from
their motherland,
we must now put a
stop to this ruckus.

Therefore I have sent
three of my most trusted generals to oversee
the situation across the
ocean and bring forth a
decisive victory for the
British empire.

Those rebels have been
playing around long enough
now. It is time for us to
intervene and bring back
order and peace into the
disrupted, torn, conflicted
land of America.

They are a weak,
impulsive and indecisive lot with
no clear vision nor experience
in warfare.
If we let them roam
free any longer, they
will completely ruin
themselves.

Even half of the
pride of the British
empire, the royal navy,
will be enough to
completely diminish
those few rebelling souls.

Let’s unite again and regain
order in our colonies for a
bright, peaceful future.
Long live the King.

To be continued....

